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       The Sticky Brand 366 Daily Meditations On Creating Value, Earning Attention, Building Leverage and Growing A Business That Doesn’t Go Away Scott Ginsberg Contents What makes a brand stick? What asset could you build that grows in value daily that people would actually pay for? JANUARY January 1 Are you happy, or just smiling? January 2 A rare opportunity to create a life from scratch. January 3 A safe place where ideas can rest until their time has come. January 4 If there’s no shortcut for the customer, there’s a longcut for the seller. January 5 A testament to what you can achieve when left to your own devices. January 6 A time machine that goes only one direction. January 7 A well-oiled machine that spins its wheels all day. January 8 A world that runs on reason feels safer to live in. January 9 Accepting slavery to our idiotic notification culture. January 10 Achieve failure by efficiently building the wrong thing. January 11 Adding incremental value to your interactions with people. January 12 All the more reason to focus on focusing. January 13 Allow curiosity to move us to our feet. January 14 Allow for easy assembly and flexible arrangement of information. January 15 Allow yourself to feel abundance now. January 16 Allowed us back into the place where we are most powerful. January 17 Almost everything is noise. January 18 Alright, well, that one was for me. January 19 An act that evokes aliveness. January 20 And other phony expressions of optimism. January 21 And you memorized that instead of doing what? January 22 Another graying prince of a shrinking kingdom. January 23 As if denying ourselves pleasure was a noble crusade. January 24 As long as it’s yours. January 25 As our gift strikes against the needs of the world. January 26 As the medium has lost a lot of its edge, our fire has dwindled. January 27 At any company, tomorrow is promised to nobody. January 28 Bear witness to your invisible streams. January 29 Because then you would actually have to be good. January 30 Becoming a slave to the image you built. January 31 Becoming more aware of our existential horizon. FEBRUARY February 1 Before you became whatever you needed to be to be loved. February 2 Begin with the worst possible situation and let it flood your senses. February 3 Being of service to those who inhabit our lands. February 4 Being the finest doesn’t count as much as being the first. February 5 Belonging to the closest neighborhood of man’s being. February 6 Blanket every spark and flicker of joy. February 7 Bloodying my knuckles knocking on a door that was never going to open. February 8 Boldly captain our own creative pirate ship. February 9 Boldly hyperfocus where nobody else is looking. February 10 Breaking open the seal and letting the light in. February 11 Bring clarity to the team’s collective execution. February 12 Bring your own turf with you. February 13 Buddha is not your brand manager. February 14 Building small monuments to our immortality. February 15 Busy stoking the boilers of innovation. February 16 But don’t you know how important my projects are? February 17 Carrying a little pocket of absolute emptiness inside. February 18 Carve out a path of beauty and order. February 19 Catapulting yourself out of creative limbo. February 20 Caveat auctor, aka, seller beware. February 21 Charisma is code for can’t execute. February 22 Competence is the cover charge for getting into the club. February 23 Compost for worlds we cannot yet imagine. February 24 Compounds the sluggishness of our evolutionary crawl. February 25 Continuing our journey as recycled stardust. February 26 Converting curiosity into utility. February 27 Creating artifacts that signal the collective spirit of the culture. February 28 Creating forward motion for the entire organization. February 29 Creating the company that houses your own art. MARCH March 1 Creating communication rituals. March 2 Cynicism has become our chief export. March 3 Dancers mustn’t kick too high, and buildings shouldn’t reach the sky. March 4 Death no longer loiters in the lobby. March 5 Distance is your weapon right now. March 6 Do something you’ve never done before. March 7 Do you have innovation regret? March 8 Does a lower fee make you more affordable or less attractive? March 9 Don’t assume it works well just because it feels right. March 10 Don’t criticize something when it’s all you have. March 11 Don’t be so weird that nobody knows what to do with you. March 12 Don’t try to change nature, follow it. March 13 Each individual carries their own energy signature. March 14 Ejected into a swirl of misdirection. March 15 Electric lights are too old for me. March 16 Electricity so cheap, only the rich will burn candles. March 17 Elevate your team, expand your value. March 18 Elevating the feedback to a full-bodied perspective. March 19 Employees were merely tolerated, rather than welcomed. March 20 Ensure your own fulfillment moving forward. March 21 Even the most enthusiastic zeal is sure to be quenched. March 22 Ever think about making a living as a hood ornament? March 23 Every company deserves to treat themselves as a client. March 24 Every day just doing that thing you do. March 25 Every decision we make is a brick in our foundation. March 26 Every innovation you love came from a question. March 27 Every profound innovation is based on an inward journey. March 28 Everything around us conspires to hide that possibility from us. March 29 Everything is produced within an inch of its life. March 30 Expanding a business beyond its original roots. March 31 Feeling joyful and alive in the giving moment. APRIL April 1 Find the right man, then leave him alone. April 2 Finding the needle in the haystack. April 3 Finding those small hidden islands of freedom. April 4 Firmly in the driver’s seat with a functioning process. April 5 Fled out to afflict mankind, filled with hope. April 6 Flexibility is a form of generosity. April 7 Fooling yourself into delusions of quality. April 8 Foolish enough to put our whole heart on show. April 9 From inception to completion. April 10 Get your shit together, and you can ship forever. April 11 Get your turbine cranking as soon as possible. April 12 Getting killed in a motel shootout. April 13 Give me everything but all the time in the world. April 14 Give people one less thing to worry about. April 15 Give them your best, not what they want. April 16 Giving a team a five is like shooting them in the heart. April 17 Giving the priceless gift of security. April 18 Go out daily and nightly to feed the eyes on the horizon. April 19 Going to places where fame has no value. April 20 Good defenses against that kind of free-floating anxiety. April 21 Grasp for the gift that’s already inside ourselves. April 22 Great stories don’t happen by accident. April 23 He could be bought, and his price was cheap. April 24 He could best be described as a tornado of a person. April 25 Helping the company develop new healthy norms. April 26 History always contains the seed for the solution. April 27 Holy people and their pious ejaculations. April 28 How can we make this situation work to our advantage? April 29 How did customers survive all these years without this? April 30 How far could you push this silly idea? MAY May 1 How sweet it is to be lived by you. May 2 I should be the one drawing pictures on the cave walls. May 3 I work for ideas, not people. May 4 Ideas that ask us to travel with them to a deeper place. May 5 Identity crisis is a group effort. May 6 If people hate you, you’re probably taking care of yourself. May 7 If we didn’t do what we loved, we wouldn’t exist. May 8 If you see three of them out there, hit the one in the middle. May 9 If you’re a threat, you’ll always be a target for them. May 10 Incapable of making the decision to stop choosing. May 11 Infecting people, rather than affecting them. May 12 Innovation isn’t just a method; it’s a mindset. May 13 Instead of complaining, go start your own company. May 14 Interrupt the spiral of negative thinking. May 15 Is this worth a multiple of the energy put into it? May 16 It doesn’t matter how many people don’t love you. May 17 It evaporates the moment you touch it. May 18 It is never too late for the seed to sprout and grow in infinite abundance. May 19 It takes real work to look like you’re working. May 20 It was just what the world was looking for. May 21 It’s almost always lightning in a bottle. May 22 It’s not a lack of talent, but a lack of platform. May 23 It’s all bullshit until the check clears. May 24 It’s going to be hard to accept my identity without that. May 25 It’s just another finger wagging in their face. May 26 It’s not about the transaction; it’s about the trust. May 27 It’s not that hard to fool people. May 28 Just when you get there, there disappears. May 29 Keep innovation high on the agenda. May 30 Lay dispute at the foot of these spurious claims. May 31 Let your audience be a galaxy of angels. JUNE June 1 Let your idea breathe enough to grow into itself. June 2 Let yourself fall backward into your own arms. June 3 Like playing god in a micro universe. June 4 Literally write any meaningless phrase underneath your logo. June 5 Look around in the course of a day for examples of inconvenience. June 6 Look how far we’ve come since version one. June 7 Love and fame can’t live in the same place. June 8 Make investments today to personal selling pricing tomorrow. June 9 Makers are people who have skills as opposed to credentials. June 10 Making friends with your weaknesses. June 11 Marking the upward surge of mankind. June 12 Minimum viable execution, maximum level of fulfillment. June 13 More heart, more effort, more love. June 14 Most people can get used to anything if you do it long enough. June 15 Moving on to more cheerful problems. June 16 Murderous ideas igniting his mind like a chain of firecrackers. June 17 Must. Not. Stop. Seeing. How. High. You. Can. Fly. June 18 My first inkling to this bigger world. June 19 My heart is saying no, but my body is saying let’s go. June 20 Nationally mandated to spend their time on la dolce vita. June 21 Never trust your business to someone who might not be in business. June 22 New apparatus to serve his inventive undertakings. June 23 Nike is a successful brand of apparel, but it’s not a useful productivity system. June 24 No longer in the urgent grip of lust. June 25 No one to say we’re only dreaming. June 26 Nobody does it just to do it anymore; everything’s just a vehicle. June 27 Nobody is standing in the way of your ability to generate value. June 28 Nominating yourself to go on an epic journey. June 29 Now we are going to do something we have never done before. June 30 Obscurity gives us license to experiment. JULY July 1 Obviously being called to something different. July 2 Odd snatches of life kept wandering into my awareness. July 3 Okay, this is a new medium. What can we do with it? July 4 Operating at your highest point of contribution. July 5 Our arms spread wide and welcome it all. July 6 Our creative blocks will simply subside. July 7 Our results are amazing, so tough shit. July 8 Overdrawn at the favor bank. July 9 Ownership is not a set of rights; it’s a state of mind. July 10 Patience is the highest form of faith. July 11 People don’t want to drink from a fire hose; they want a glass of water when they’re thirsty. July 12 People throw up their hands, impotent in the face of your energy. July 13 People want affirmation, not information. July 14 Physically, legally, morally and organizationally reprehensible. July 15 Plans that are blown aside by every shift of the wind. July 16 Playing the game to wait out the world. July 17 Please, for the love of god, steal everything from me. July 18 Plotting my next piece of mischief. July 19 Portfolios accumulate by choice, not by chance. July 20 Producing a constant flow of marketable art and artifacts. July 21 Productive daydreaming is a worthwhile muscle to build. July 22 Prolificacy is a dynamic process of increasing returns. July 23 Protect and nurture your symbolic capital. July 24 Protecting and strengthening your vision. July 25 Provided a good margin out of which may be had pleasure. July 26 Proving people wrong is not the sweetest revenge. July 27 Provoke a little natural selection among the chumps. July 28 Pushing the whole world ahead in its march to the highest civilization. July 29 Put your process on a pedestal. Or not. July 30 Putting yourself into better position to execute. July 31 Rebuild yourself around the loss you have suffered. AUGUST August 1 Redefine our concept of what we need. August 2 Relieve your mind of remembering and reminding. August 3 Respect yourself enough to write your own ideas down. August 4 Rituals may have merit to become a movement. August 5 Scraping the bottom of the franchise barrel. August 6 Security is knowing your lines. August 7 Seeding your idea into society. August 8 Selling cases of tequila to frat boys. August 9 Selling is the side effect of giving. August 10 Sending my brain into a spiral of unkindness. August 11 Senseless fear drapes over us like a heavy cloak. August 12 Sensitive to the circular nature of the world. August 13 Shrinking into a little ball. August 14 Signaling the collective spirit of a culture. August 15 Size and scale didn’t matter, satisfaction did. August 16 Skewing the scale toward the privilege of autonomy. August 17 Slap a little redemption on this mess and call it good. August 18 So many things in life just go away. August 19 Somewhere there are shoes into which we can step. August 20 Start backing up the dump truck of compromise. August 21 Starting assignments before the teacher gives directions. August 22 Staying with our intention despite the chaos. August 23 Stimulating growth on an operational level. August 24 Stoke these embers into a roaring fire. August 25 Stop wondering what you think and start asking what you know. August 26 Success is more than one right decision. August 27 Sufficient structure to contain the complexity. August 28 Supporting whoever moves the story forward the fastest. August 29 Surviving when our gifts are rejected. August 30 Switching to a different fuel. August 31 Take all these tiny scraps and make a meal out of it. SEPTEMBER September 1 Take what you can from your dreams and make them as real as anything. September 2 Take what you got and fly with it. September 3 Thanks for annoying me with your life-saving recommendation. September 4 That little dancing smile of satisfaction. September 5 That’s when my helplessness came crashing in. September 6 The act of gratitude that finishes the labor. September 7 The audience you can’t yet see is watching. September 8 The beams in your intellectual scaffolding. September 9 The best way to eliminate the competition is not to have any. September 10 The bravery of value creation is rewarded. September 11 The collective involuntary nervous system of your team. September 12 The fallacy of agonizing convenience. September 13 The fastest at something not worth measuring. September 14 The fireworks display exploding inside my head. September 15 The first time it’s art; the second time it’s a tactic. September 16 The force that allowed us to encircle the world. September 17 The forceful reckoning with what is. September 18 The forcing function of reality builds momentum. September 19 The fruit of their knowledge never takes root in the organizational soul. September 20 The longer it takes to complete, the better quality it must be. September 21 The marketplace demands it, and brands expect it. September 22 The mess they leave behind as they pass through. September 23 The more we do, the more we understand what doing means. September 24 The most human part about being human. September 25 The most natural way for me to engage with the world. September 26 The mountain versus the nugget. September 27 The new entrepreneur’s dilemma. September 28 The only enemy is not having the thing done. September 29 The pain of losing it all lodged in me like a blade. September 30 The paradox of friction. OCTOBER October 1 The power of positive and prolific perspective priming. October 2 The problem with destinations is, they’re final. October 3 The rhapsody began as a purpose, not a plan. October 4 The right name is the one you pick. October 5 The shadow is the seat of our creativity. October 6 The social return on investment would offset the financial cost immediately. October 7 The solution is more important than you feeling bad. October 8 The squeeze isn’t worth the juice. October 9 The task for which all else is but preparation. October 10 The tendency to underestimate our own resourcefulness. October 11 The time fallacy of reinvention. October 12 The unfinalized self cannot be completely known. October 13 The wisdom to know there is no hurry. October 14 There is nothing wrong with us because there is nothing wrong. October 15 There’s nobody yelling at us, and we don’t have a deadline. October 16 They can’t steal it because you’re giving it to them. October 17 They just hop from phenomenon to phenomenon, all day long. October 18 They just need someone to turn on the light. October 19 They might as well have protested at the dust. October 20 They won’t do it just because you asked nicely once. October 21 Thinking that the good times are going to last forever. October 22 This wouldn’t have happened if you had just followed the directions. October 23 Those are some pretty stellar naming rights. October 24 To them a drag, but to me a joy. October 25 Too much information at the start can cause you to get scared and stop. October 26 Tornadoes are scary, but it’s the debris signature that’ll kill you. October 27 Trust the forest will provide. October 28 Twisting the truth every which way to make us look like fools. October 29 Uncertainty will be lingering around every corner. October 30 Understand which moments belong to you. October 31 Unexplained fires are a matter for the courts. NOVEMBER November 1 Used as bargaining counters by the moneyed patrons. November 2 Using our awareness like a scalpel. November 3 Waiting for the noise of fear to settle. November 4 Watching yourself do everything you ever disapproved of. November 5 We apply a drop of oil to keep friction away. November 6 We are all full of shit, but knowing that is what sets us free. November 7 We cannot conceive of anyone else doing a better job. November 8 We don’t pay anything, and we work all the time. November 9 We don’t lose bonding; we throw it away. November 10 We drop the car keys on the table and hope you drive somewhere interesting. November 11 We got a guy for that. November 12 We have to own our motives in order not to be a martyr. November 13 We inherit nothing, and we stand at the end of no tradition. November 14 We rarely remember what we missed it for. November 15 We ruin the gift when we demand to be acknowledged for it. November 16 We sold our souls for your approval. November 17 We thought we were smart, but we were just lucky. November 18 We use instinct and intuition interchangeably. November 19 We will never wrestle bliss from this world. November 20 We’ve confused getting inspired with making progress. November 21 Weaving yourself into the organizational fabric. November 22 What if the race to win was turning all of us into losers? November 23 What is this, some kind of joke? November 24 What layers meaning and joy over the mundane. November 25 What will we do with the luck we get? November 26 What you hear is the sound of a squealing dinosaur. November 27 What? He’s the only guy on the bus I know. November 28 Whatever it takes to move our story forward. November 29 When empathy rarely extends beyond our line of sight. November 30 When guilt becomes fuel that burns clean. DECEMBER December 1 You’ve always made it easy to believe in you. December 2 You’re too good to be this broke. December 3 You’re not the first person to try to make your company more innovative. December 4 You’re going to fire them and give me more money? December 5 You might not realize it’s there, but it holds everything together. December 6 You haven’t earned the right to that part of me. December 7 You don’t have to invent it; you just have to redefine it. December 8 You don’t carry lamb carcasses around town without building a few muscles. December 9 You don’t actually need to know anything. December 10 You could kill yourself and get nowhere. December 11 You can’t leverage what you forgot you had. December 12 You can’t help but create real and lasting value. December 13 You can become more than what you’re known for. December 14 Wow, did you do this just for me? December 15 With great friendliness to self. December 16 Why would you assume they have good taste? December 17 Why does one brand name feel better in your mouth? December 18 Why are we starving while he prints money? December 19 Whose generosity would repay me for the entire day? December 20 Whose blood was as rich with cynicism as with iron? December 21 Who wouldn’t bow down to that? December 22 Who would crawl out from under the obscure? December 23 Whew, we found the right guy. December 24 Where the wounds are, the gift lies. December 25 When your identity is outgrowing its current strategy. December 26 When you make anything, you compete with everything. December 27 When you love it, stop. December 28 When we dash away from ideas too fast. December 29 When we break through our control programming. December 30 When something flows easily, we can trust it. December 31 When people tell your story back to you, listen loudly. About the Author Brand Messaging Framework What makes a brand stick? In elementary school, reading the sports page didn’t appeal to me. But that glossy free-standing insert, with its colorful pages of promotional offers, holiday sales and new product launches, enraptured my attention. From the ad copy to the pictures to the names of the items, my marketing education had officially begun. In high school, playing in a grunge rock cover band wasn’t my thing. But learning how to compose and record and produce my own music, not to mention help my friends and their bands do the same, made me feel more alive than anything else. From the lyrics to the melodies to the rhythms to the digital eight-track cassette recorder, everything I needed to know about producing was right at my fingertips. In college, getting drunk and high and going to frat parties and hunting for girls wasn’t my core social activity. But joining the radio station, learning how to engineer and edit commercials, ordering promotional materials, doing remote broadcasts, and hosting my own weekly radio program, that allowed me to feel a sense of accomplishment and belonging for the first time in my life. There were a hundred of us who worked our butts off at the station, and we all shared one thing in common, a sheer obsession with music. Everything I needed to know about building culture and community came from that experience. In my twenties, taking a job at a faceless corporation as an anonymous pixel in the gigantic corporate demonic pentagram didn’t call to my soul. But starting my own publishing company from scratch in my parents’ basement made me feel like a real working adult. From daily blogging to building a web presence to working with the media to launching books to delivering training programs around the world to everything I needed to know about entrepreneurship blossomed out of that period. In my thirties, after over a decade of working alone in my apartment all day, entrepreneurship lost its luster. And so, I reinvented myself as a creative strategist and copywriter in the agency and startup world. From pitches to clients of all sizes to internal processes I facilitated to the knowledge management systems I developed to the product development and innovation gameshow I created, everything I needed to know about creativity started to crystallize. And that brings us to today. Having just turned forty, it appears that the first four decades of my life have revolved around a fascinating through line. More of a question, really. What makes a brand stick? That idea fires me up. It’s the question I didn’t realize I was asking, and the question I didn’t realize I was answering. But here we are. This book is everything I have learned about creating a sticky brand. Hope it’s useful to your life. May your nametag never fall off. What asset could you build that grows in value daily that people would actually pay for? A brand is an expectation. It’s a promise of consistency and continuity. If a buyer feels an unexplained, emotional connection to a product, service, business or individual, that’s a brand. Period. In my experience, the biggest advantage of having a strong brand is, it makes the purchase decision easier and faster. It’s a shortcut. In fact, having spent twenty years building brands for myself, my clients and my employers, what I tell people is this. If you don’t have a brand, everything will feel like an uphill battle. From sales to customer service to marketing to recruiting, it’s going to be harder. Without a brand, your company will continue to struggle to flow uphill, against the current, against gravity, against the marketplace, losing out to strongly branded competitors who have created a monopoly on a unique story and a set of expectations. Now, this doesn’t mean a company can’t or won’t be successful without a brand. But the level of effort will be exponentially higher. Intimidated yet? Well, you’re not alone. Branding is notoriously nuanced, challenging and frustrating. And what makes matters worse is, many people believe that brands are soft, squishy, conceptual and intangible. Borderline unquantifiable. Sure, any organization can run brand awareness research with focus groups or conduct brand lift studies via online media platforms. I’ve done both, and even if you do measure your brand’s impact, it’s still hard to convince customers, coworkers and other key people that it’s a meaningful use of resources. This business reality, however, doesn’t have to demotivate you. Not if you’re willing to be patient with the brand process. Let me tell you a story of my own hard earned patience around this very issue. Several years ago, a holding company acquired our small performance marketing startup. And during the deal, it became apparent to everyone on our team just how powerful a brand can be from an investment standpoint. Because at the time, our company was known for our work with large direct to consumer businesses. Corporations had become more and more interested in working with small shops like us since we helped carve out the direct to consumer marketing path in recent years. These big organizations wanted to market more like the very startups that were disrupting their industries. Hence, the acquisition. Our startup’s brand, as one of the industry leaders, caught the eye of an investment broker. And as it turns out, brands are often core assets in a merger and acquisition deal. Despite the fact that the process tends to favor financial, legal, operational and logistical concerns, during the due diligence process, brokers and bankers will ask the question, is the brand well managed? Because in the eyes of the prospective acquirer, the brand’s value is one of the key assets they are purchasing. It’s what investors call goodwill. The intangible inventory. Intellectual property like name recognition, patents, solid customer base, good customer relations, good employee relations and proprietary technology. It may not be easily quantifiable, but it does move the needle. Long story short, our startup got acquired for millions of dollars. My company combined our teams, talents, and marketing might to make an even bigger impact for our clients. Personally, this was deeply satisfying to me since my job for two years was to be the steward of our brand. My boss even wrote me a letter about it. Scott, we hired you to help break down all the barriers that prevented us from putting our voice out in the world, and it finally paid off. Everyone on the team certainly helped make our brand what it was, but your role, the one you built from scratch, was absolutely integral to this acquisition. Companies don’t acquire other companies if they don’t have a strong brand. It was one of the best compliments of my career. Point being, if you are working tirelessly and thanklessly to build a brand, my advice is, hang in there. Trust the process. Believe that all the incremental, invisible labor you’re doing behind the scenes will pay off. It might take two years; it might take twenty. But if you approach it with consistency and continuity, in the end, your brand will stick. And you won’t even need a nametag. What brand are you managing? JANUARY January 1 Are you happy, or just smiling? My first book went viral before viral was viral. The website got over a million hits in one day, emails began pouring in from across the world and the nametag story spread like wildfire. My career was officially launched. And to my surprise, that media storm lasted for nearly two years. You can’t pay for that kind of coverage. Looking back, I estimate my advertising value equivalency to be in the millions. Then again, what results did I have to show for it? Beyond the heaps of web traffic and the inflation of my ego, what economic return did all that attention convert into? Approximately, zilch. Because I wasn’t ready. And neither was my business. When the media tsunami came crashing through town, there was nary a surfboard in sight. While I may not have drowned, I was still miles away from hanging ten. I got taken for a ride before I was ready to go on one. This phenomenon happens all the time. History is full of artists, politicians, athletes and businesspeople who became too successful, too early, too often. And because their trajectory initiated before their professional foundation was strong enough to contain and convert the experience, they left behind a wake of missed opportunities, wasted attention and underleveraged exposure. And those are just the professional repercussions. It gets personal, too. When our trajectory of achievement initiates before our existential foundation isn’t strong enough to cope with the experience, succeeding takes up our whole life. And the big questions go untended. Am I happy, or just smiling? What void am I trying to fill with all this success? When will I have done enough to be okay with myself? And if it all burns to the ground, who will I be without my brilliant career? We have to be honest with ourselves. We have to decide which successes are worth succeeding for. We have to understand that getting what we think we want often comes at a cost we don’t expect. Will you be ready for your ride? January 2 A rare opportunity to create a life from scratch. The world novelty signifies something with a transitory appeal. A useless but amusing object, like a cheap toy, ornament or trinket. Which is fine for a purchase at the dollar store, but what happens when someone uses the word novelty to describe you? It can come off as dismissive, reductive and derogatory. After all, nobody wants to be thought of as tacky or trivial. We want to be seen as useful, not just a one-trick pony or a passing fad that holds nothing but entertainment value. Take it from a guy who’s been wearing a nametag every day for eighteen years. Novelty is a word that’s been used to describe me for the last two decades. And for a long time, that description hurt my feelings. Being thought of as a novelty made me feel small and useless. But over the years, something occurred to me. Novelty is more than a just an adjective; it’s a skill. One that’s worth money. The ability to produce something original, the talent to invent something useful that can be operationalized within an organization, the aptitude to bring something to life in winning form that can be replicated and evolved by broader culture—that’s novelty too. And it has significant value for others. How are you capitalizing on your impulse to originate? January 3 A safe place where ideas can rest until their time has come. Everything I know is written down somewhere. Everything. This rule is central to my creative process because I know that if I don’t write down my thoughts, they will distract me. It’s how the circus inside my head works. Without some kind of structured offloading process, my racing brain can’t quiet itself. And so, the standing goal is to provide my thoughts with some kind of external parking spot. A safe place where they can rest until their time has come. This level of clarity allows me to keep the stream of ideas and visions flowing. Evernote built a billion dollar software business out of this very rule. It’s the most successful note-taking app in the world. In fact, their founder famously said the hundred-year vision for his company was to become people’s second brain. That’s one hell of a mission statement. Of course, it’s not the only approach available. There are many tools for organizing thoughts as there are people to think them. It doesn’t matter what you use, only that you use it. The point is to make mental room. To unburden yourself. To allow the grey matter to do its job better by filtering out the white noise. That’s what most people don’t realize about creative thinking. It’s all about the economy of effort. Conserving energy for what matters most. Is everything you know written down somewhere? January 4 If there’s no shortcut for the customer, there’s a longcut for the seller. Philosophically, brands are expectations. They are mirrors for identity and belonging. Collections of promises and stories that customers associate with a product or service. Functionally, though, brands are shortcuts. They make the purchase decision easier and faster. Because no matter how great a product or service is, most customers don’t have time to figure out what a company stands for. But if that company has the brand piece locked down, then it enables the customer’s brain to stop actively deliberating over what to do next. People know what to expect and how to feel, and as long as that promise continues to be delivered, they continue to buy. The problem is, most companies suck at branding. Maybe because they think having a logo and a tagline is enough. Maybe because branding is a top of the funnel activity, and it’s hard to attribute bottom line revenue to it right away. The list goes on. There are as many excuses for not having a brand as there are companies to make them. Point being, if a company’s brand were suddenly gone tomorrow, not a single customer would have withdrawal symptoms. Nobody cares. People would immediately find a replacement and get on with their lives. But internally, the effects start to accumulate. If a company doesn’t have a brand, everything feels like an uphill battle from an operational standpoint. Since there is no shortcut for the customer, that means there is a longcut for the seller. Without a brand, everything from sales to customer service to marketing to recruiting is harder. Without a brand, a company will continue to struggle to flow uphill, against the current, against gravity, against the marketplace—losing out to strongly branded competitors who have created a monopoly on a unique story and a set of expectations. It doesn’t mean a company can’t or won’t be successful without a brand; it just means the level of effort expended will be exhausting. When starting my career as a writer and public speaker, my brand as the guy who wore the nametag made everything easier. Booking gigs, doing shows, securing media coverage, being memorable—everything just flowed so smoothly. For years and years. And not that it wasn’t hard work, but compared to my colleagues who didn’t have strong brands, the delta in labor intensity versus output was massive. It almost felt like cheating. They were taking the long way around, and I had a shortcut. Lesson learned: when you’re building a brand, you’re working with a fragile, extraordinary thing. But your brand doesn’t have to go viral and become a status symbol and have a long history and possess special cultural cachet. It just has to be a shortcut. Harrison, the founder of the most sophisticated charity in history, says it best. A clear message might help you win an argument, but an epic brand will help you win hearts. What uphill battle is your company tired of fighting? January 5 A testament to what you can achieve when left to your own devices. One of my favorite writers recently released a new drama series with an innovative distribution model. Louie did zero promotion and made no prior announcements. The project had no logline, no press junket, no ad campaign, no test audiences, no studio system and no third-party distribution. All that people knew was, one morning, a sudden and terse email showed up in their inboxes with the following message. Hi, there. Here’s a brand new thing for me. Episode one is now available for download for five dollars. Go here to watch it. We hope you like it. And that was it. The television project simply emerged like a groundhog on a cold winter’s morning and took the world by surprise. Nobody knew what to expect. It was all one big experiment. Not surprisingly, the approach paid off. Within a few days of its release, there was no question that the experiment had worked. The reviews were overwhelmingly positive, both from fans and critics alike. One journalist even wrote that the series wasn’t going to be for everyone, but all of the disorientation and ingenuity certainly made it one of the most thrilling things to come along in some time. Could an artist ask for anything more? It’s not just about artistic freedom and creative control; it’s about purity. It’s about giving your work the chance to speak for itself and stand on its own merit, without being tainted by the rust of social expectation. Louis even told one reporter that as a television watcher, he was always delighted whenever he could see something without knowing anything about it because of the promotion. And so, making this show and just posting it out of the blue gave him the rare opportunity to give people that experience of discovery. Yet another lesson from a creative master: don’t give your audience a head start. Otherwise, they’ll smell it before they get there. And the expectation will ruin it. Do the work in secret, and then just show up. Are you practicing the art of containment with your projects? January 6 A time machine that goes only one direction. Here are two pitches for a new television series. The first show is a documentary program about the history of inventions and their inventors. It’s encyclopedic in scope, entertaining in the extreme, and educational in nature. Our host explores the dates, details, and amazing stories of how some of our most interesting and useful inventions first came to the marketplace. The second show is a gameshow program where three contestants actually become inventors themselves, creating new innovations in real time. It’s absurd in scope, hilarious in the extreme, and inspirational in nature. Our host will challenge contestants to solve real problems, and then brainstorm ridiculous inventions to help make the world a better place. Both of these programs would be interesting and highly watchable. They appeal to different audiences on different channels, but with the right production and promotion engines behind them, both shows could ostensibly receive solid ratings, generate a loyal viewership and garner advertisers. Which show would you rather watch? Which program would you rather work for? My vote is for the second one, and here’s why. The first show, fascinating as it may be, is focused on the past. It’s a time machine that goes only one direction. And innovation is about the future. Show number two, on the other hand, considers the complete possibility of what might be, rather than a record of what once was. It’s completely original. It stretches people’s brains to imagine how we could ratchet up the human species. Plus, it’s way more fun. And funny. And most audiences, nine times out of ten, would rather laugh than think. Thinking is work. People work all day. Laughing helps us escape from work. Okay, confession time. This is the exact thought experiment that ran through my head when brainstorming my most recent project. My original idea was going to be show number one. The documentary about innovation. It sounded interesting and engaging initially, but once we got the ball rolling, it lost momentum quickly and was abandoned within weeks. Because it wasn’t original. We didn’t create anything. And that’s a problem for me. However, over the course of about five years, the other idea for the gameshow actually did come together. It built momentum slowly in my mind, but once we pulled the trigger and recorded a pilot episode, there was no stopping that train. It not only galvanized me, but everyone around me. And you can tune in right now. Steal Scott’s Ideas is the product development and innovation gameshow where we perform execution in public. How do you decide which of your ideas to pursue? January 7 A well-oiled machine that spins its wheels all day. Here’s the basic question businesspeople have been taught to ask. What are you doing that could be done by someone else? It’s simple outsourcing economics. Reduce costs and improve efficiency by shifting tasks to external people or systems. But before we get completely addicted to optimizing ourselves, there are several precursors to this question that are worth asking. Is the reason you began doing this still valid and as important today? What might you be doing that doesn’t need to be done by anyone? And can you live with the consequences of not doing this at all? Because in many situations, people only do certain tasks out of a misguided sense of obligation. A need to uphold some outdated expectation. They forget to question if their outsourcing might actually be causing more work than they complete. Reminds me of a former colleague of mine. She had an entire team of virtual assistants who did everything from culling her inbox to setting appointments to submitting proposals. Which seemed like an efficient operation from the outside looking in. But she was broke. She had no real clients. Her business was a well-oiled machine that spun its wheels all day. Her greatest skill was preserving the illusion of productivity, prosperity and profit through outsourcing things that didn’t need to be done in the first place. Always smelled like smoke and mirrors to me. Miyagi famously said the best way to block a punch is not to be there. This is a perfect metaphor for efficiency. Too many of us mistake activity for value. We mistake movement for progress. And we become beholden to some imaginary list of activities that we blindly ingest. But the reality is, instead of exhausting ourselves trying to block every punch, we could simply remove ourselves from the fight entirely. It may sound scary at first. Taking command of your own time always does. But before you start outsourcing your work within an inch of its life, remember there are people not doing any of this who are getting the same or better results than you. Are you inventing things to outsource to preserve the illusion of productivity? January 8 A world that runs on reason feels safer to live in. Few words have more emotional and intellectual and range than why. On the simpler end of the spectrum, children ask the question why a dozen times every day. Their curiosity about the world around them helps build concepts, skills and vocabulary. Asking why is their vehicle on the quest to understanding the world they live in. Even if it drives their poor sleep-deprived parents crazy. On the more complicated end of the spectrum, business people ask the question why strategically. It’s an iterative interrogative technique used to explore the cause and effect relationship underlying a particular problem. Yay for why. But lest we forget, extremes in anything accomplish nothing. When we start asking why too often—to the point of obsession, to the point of tormenting ourselves and others—our quest for certainty colonizes our mind and bastardizes curiosity into nagging lament. We become stuck in this compulsive need to find an answer that might never come. My former project manager was a why machine. Smart guy, good dude, super left brained and logical. And yet, he was always trying to understand and intellectualize every situation that unfolded. Couldn’t stop asking why if a damn meteor hit him. Which was useful initially, but beyond a certain point, it always felt like a form of control. A scramble to interpret life as black and white, yes or no, good or bad, right or wrong. If the guy had a bumper sticker on his car, it would have read, a world that runs on reason feels safer to live in. But life is rarely that simple, clean and coherent. Sometimes, we don’t know why. In fact, most of the time we don’t know why. And staring hard isn’t going to squeeze any more blood from that stone. Our challenge is learning to be with that uncertainty. Why? Because our peace is more important than tormenting ourselves, trying to understand why life unfolded the way it did. When does asking why become quicksand of torment that keeps you stuck in the past? January 9 Accepting slavery to our idiotic notification culture. Hellmuth has won so many championship bracelets that he’s been inducted into the poker hall of fame. More than twenty million in earnings in his prolific career. And yet, what’s most inspiring about his work as a gambler is his focus. After a recent victory at a major tournament, he made the following comment. You just keep your head down the whole time and try to stay divorced from the result. Don’t focus on how great you played in the past; just keep your head down until it’s over. Only then do you look up and celebrate. Phil’s ability to suppress the competing stimuli, block out distracting noise and stay present with what matters most, that’s the stuff champions are made of. It has nothing to do with poker and everything to do with professionalism. We see this same habit pattern with everyone from artists to athletes to entertainers to street performers. Nothing else matters, except making the most profitable decision every time it is their moment to act. They dedicate the majority of their psychic power and resources to figuring out which opportunities they can exploit in the service of their goal. The good news is we don’t have to be standing on stage or performing onscreen to embody this habit. Any of us can wield that same attentional power in our own work. Because the real challenge of focus is that most of the working world does the opposite. They stick their heads up. Like desert meerkats standing on their hind legs, they find endless ways to distract themselves and then have the nerve to complain about being distracted. Which never made sense to me. Every one of my jobs had at least two people in the office who whined incessantly about their inability to concentrate. If it wasn’t one thing, it was another. And my response was always, go ahead, do your worst. Throw everything you’ve got at me. Noisy coworkers, buzzing smartphones, unwanted interruptions, incoming emails, chat messages, endless meetings, office visitors, client expectations—you can hurl any or all of these distractions at me, and it’s still not going to derail my focus. Not because of some super human ability to filter out noise, but because years ago, I made the decision to be a constitutionally undestractable person. I chose to build my internal locus of control, rather than relying on external motivation. I chose not even to hear the interruptions in the first place, rather than accepting slavery to our idiotic notification culture. I chose to keep my head down, rather than flying into the light like a moth and getting zapped. If you find yourself complaining about distractions in your workplace, it’s not because people around you are talking too loudly; it’s because of your own lack of focus. What if you set the intention that nothing could distract you? January 10 Achieve failure by efficiently building the wrong thing. To be an artist is to take our precious time and create something that nobody needs, wants or even likes. In many cases, to spend real stretches of time on projects that are fundamentally irrational and might not work. And yet, we do this because we love the process. We love showing up and metabolizing our feelings into tangible works that bring our humanity to the surface that, if we’re fortunate enough, make a connection with, or make a change to, another person. This process is romantic and rebellious and deeply rewarding. Every project another frisbee thrown out the window, and that’s totally fine with us. We trust the process. The tricky part is, what happens when it’s no longer just the lone artist? What if we start working with a team that has time constraints, tight budgets, group dynamics, office politics and hierarchical structures? Can the idealistic, process-oriented artist still take initiative and execute meaningful work on an organizational scale? Absolutely. That person simply needs stronger filters. Empathetic spot checks to bring their artistic heart out of the cold and into the world of other people. Because, while everything real in business comes from initiating something new, we also don’t want to start something amazing that nobody wants or needs or even uses. Reis, the great pioneer of the lean startup movement, puts it perfectly. It’s easy to achieve failure by efficiently building the wrong thing. Doing something efficiently that nobody wants done is another form of waste. And an even worse outcome than shipping a bad product is building something that nobody wants. Reminds me of almost every job I’ve held. All that frustration of spending my precious time on yet another initiative with minimal or no impact. Kind of makes me never want to start something new ever again. Which brings us to the stronger filter. Here are some questions I’ve started asking myself during the initiation process. Have you stopped to ask yourself if this thing is useful? Is anyone else actually excited about this besides you? Does your new project solve real, expensive, urgent and pervasive problems for people? If so, onward. If not, pivot. And if we can’t pivot, scrap it. The last thing we need is failure by efficiently building the wrong thing. After you take the risk that you might make someone upset with your initiative, how will you keep your artistic spirit accountable to the group? January 11 Adding incremental value to your interactions with people. My obsession with taking notes has very little to do with writing. From an existential perspective, taking notes brings me joy. It gives me energy and makes me feel like I’m a productive, purposeful and useful citizen of the world. I always say that I can rationalize almost any activity or experience, as long as I write down at least one interesting thing I heard. Sentences are my spiritual currency. From a psychological perspective, taking notes makes me a better person. Writing has been scientifically proven to help people focus attention, strengthen patience, stimulate creativity, illuminate patterns, build motor memory, lower blood pressure and enhance the brain’s ability to process, retain, and retrieve information. What’s not to like? Writing is the basis of all wealth. From an interpersonal perspective, taking notes allows me to contribute to others. It’s how I add incremental value to my interactions with people. Even if I only write down one sentence, taking notes demonstrates listening, presence, gratitude, respect and encouragement. It brings people to life, helps them believe in themselves and makes them feel seen and heard. Burning a few calories with your pen goes a long way. From an inspirational perspective, taking notes helps me get through to people. If I’m using my journal, I flip the book around and show people what I wrote down. If I’m using my phone, I email them a copy. If I’m using a whiteboard, I snap a picture and send them a text. If I’m using my jotter, I tear out the page and hand it over. If I’m using my laptop, I print out a copy for people to read on the way home. And if I’m taking notes in my head, I stop in the middle of the conversation, repeat people’s exact words back to them, and wait in silence as they write it down for themselves. That’s how you give someone a front row seat to their own brilliance. The moral is, if you don’t write it down, it never happened. What’s your unique approach to note taking? January 12 All the more reason to focus on focusing. Distraction doesn’t happen to you; it happens in you. Nobody can distract you; only you can distract yourself. It’s time to stop blaming your lack of focus on something outside of you that’s running the show. You’re assigning responsibility to an external force rather than taking ownership of your needs, wants and obligations. Like my finance colleague who arrives to the office at the crack of dawn and stays well past sunset. He tells me it’s the only time he can truly concentrate during the workday because it’s the only time his office is empty, quiet and still. It’s a smart strategy, and I applaud him for carving out that time for himself. But my question is, isn’t the market open from nine to five? What happens to the rest of your productivity during the regular workday? Seems to me if everyone else in the world is doing business during that window of time, it would behoove you to learn how to do the same. And understandably, it’s very hard to resist the ceaseless inflow of distractions and distresses that bid for our time, attention, and emotional involvement. Information overload isn’t going away in our lifetime. The amount of input hurling into our brains will continue to exceed its processing capacity. But all the more reason to focus on focusing. As usual, this problem gives me an idea for a new product. Highly creative, productive and prolific people are contagious. And since there are so many people who can’t focus, it’s finally time to spread the executional love. Slipstream is an entrepreneurial matchmaking service in which people with creative blocks and productivity issues pay an hourly fee to work nearby more focused and productive creators. They don’t even have to talk to each other. Simply being in the presence of someone like that will help take blocked individuals to imaginative places they cannot go alone. Now they can merge with the moment and be carried by it. Slipstream. Achieving productivity through proximity. You got a better idea? Hey, when it comes to productivity, sometimes you have to get creative. It would be a dream if everyone had everything they needed and experienced no distractions pulling us toward anything more, but it’s simply not realistic. There must be a way to reverse this trend. Although the pharmaceutical companies that manufacture drugs for attention deficit disorder probably won’t be much help. How would you behave differently if you believed you were in charge of your schedule? January 13 Allow curiosity to move us to our feet. I’ve always loved reading historical books about the bright ideas that changed the world, and the inspirational people who brought them to life. There’s something magical about studying the history of famous inventions, mistakes that turned into big businesses and everyday items that had surprisingly haphazard beginnings. But we can’t consume our way to innovation. The only way to ratchet up our species is to create. That’s why I started keeping an innovation log. An ongoing database of ideas for products, services, inventions, businesses, organizations and other types of media. Because I love solving the creative problem, not just studying it. Productive daydreaming is a worthwhile muscle to build. Fleshing out new ideas that could potentially improve humanity and save money and deliver joy to people who need it most—this process energizes me. It makes me feel useful. It challenges me to create value in the world, even if my ideas don’t change it. One insight I’ve uncovered in this process is, behind every moment of unhappiness, anxiety, loneliness, frustration, anger, inconvenience and confusion is a new innovation waiting to be born. And so, that’s what I look for. It’s my favorite part of the process. Scouring message boards and product reviews and customer complaints to find those moments. Those insider signals. Those tiny details that trigger a whole world. They act as shorthand for a shared culture and capture where certain people have landed. Like when one of my clients complained that all of his socks ripped because he had legs like tree trunks. To which I replied, we should launch a line of cankle friendly socks for people with wide set feet. Stoutz will be the name of our company. Now there’s a great idea that solves a real problem. That’s what happens when we’re willing to allow curiosity to move us to our feet. We might actually create something to help alleviate some of the burdens of existence. What practice do you have in place to keep innovation high on the agenda? January 14 Allow for easy assembly and flexible arrangement of information. The best lesson working at an innovation agency taught me how to approach the invention process modularly. Not unlike a builder, you approach the idea through prefabricated units with standardized dimensions. And that allows for an easy assembly and flexible arrangement of information. And so, when brands would hire our company to come up with cool ideas to activate their customer bases, we started by framing our work with four questions. What is the problem? What is the innovative idea? How does it work? What is it called? Let’s break down the dimensions of each one, through the lens of one of my bogus product ideas. The first question identifies the problem. And not just any old problem, but something real, expensive, urgent and pervasive. Here’s one. Food thievery is a rampant problem in offices, dorms and other places with communal fridges. But warning labels and passive aggressive notes don’t work. That’s our problem. The second question is about innovation itself. Which means the idea should be able to move the whole company or even the whole society to the next level, not just be an interesting improvement that helps one department or area. Back to our food thievery problem. My solution would be to invent a refrigerator spy camera disguised as a baking soda air filter. Think about it. None of your coworkers, not even the anal-retentive office manager, will think to replace or suspect the box. Baking soda stays in the fridge for years. Okay, question number three is about functionality. This is where the rubber meets the road, quite literally in some cases. You have to unlock yourself out of the right-brained, blue-sky thinking, and ground your idea in the harsh light of practicality. It’s like walking from the marketing department over to the engineering department. Therefore, building on our previous problem and solution, this is how my refrigerator spy camera will help put an end to food theivery. The camera’s live stream can be accessed via your mobile phone or web browser. And if you suspect someone in the office is going to sneak a piece of your delicious cold pizza, now you can catch the lunch thief in action and confront them. And finally, the last question is my favorite because it involves naming and branding the idea. Think of it as the clever bow you tie on your innovative box. It’s the punctuation mark at the end of your invention that makes people smile, nod their heads in agreement, slam their fist down on the table and say, let’s green light this product. Introducing my new product. Sodajerk: turn your break room into a league. With this framework, you can approach innovation modularly. What is the problem? What is the innovative idea? How does it work? What is it called? The best part is you can start anywhere along the process. Each question, as a prefabricated unit, becomes an entry point to the innovation journey. And so, if the name for your product comes to mind first, then you work backwards. Reverse engineer the idea back to the problem. Or, if the functionality or concept for your product comes to mind first, then work in both directions until all four modules are built out. See how easy that is? Innovation doesn’t have to be left to randomness after all. Do you have a tool for every phase of your creative process? January 15 Allow yourself to feel abundance now. Buechner, the great writer and theologian, famously said that the place god calls us to is where our deepest gladness and the world’s deepest hunger meet. It’s nice work if you can get it. But the more practical challenge is how do we actually arrive at that place? What frame of mind propels us toward that holy intersection of need and passion? It’s faith. Not in the omnipotent sky daddy, but in our own inherent value. We believe that someone somewhere is searching for exactly what we have to offer. No matter how many rejections we receive, no matter how many people shrug off our enthusiasm, and no matter how many of our ideas are met with nothing but yawns and golf claps, we retain a sense of faith that what we’re moving toward is already done. It’s only a matter of time. Each of my four jobs, two roles at marketing agencies and two roles at startups, was preceded by literally thousands of failures. Hundreds of hours of filling out applications and networking and interviewing. That process was exhausting, demoralizing and lonely. And there were multiple times when my faith had worn wafer thin. But that little lamp of idealism never stopped burning. Not fully. Thanks to my genetic makeup, and thanks to my robust support system, there was always a burning ember left where my raging fire once glowed. Reminding me, psst, someone somewhere is searching for exactly what you have to offer. Just stay in motion. Keep your opportunity flow open. Each season will be marked by new, enriching challenges. And it’s only a matter of time before your deepest gladness meets the world’s deepest hunger. How are you teaching your brain that the world is more abundant than you thought? January 16 Allowed us back into the place where we are most powerful. Hyperfocus is the ability to hone in on a specific task, sometimes to the exclusion of everything else. It becomes a trance-like state in which we concentrate until everything becomes invisible but the thoughts we think. This is both a blessing and a curse. From a creativity standpoint, we can easily lose all sense of time and perspective and disappear into the glorious oblivion of flow as the ideas pour out of us like a waterfall. Not a bad way to spend an afternoon. It reminds me of all those nights in high school when I whaled on my guitar in the basement until my fingers bled, while the rest of my friends were out getting wasted. Would not trade those moments for anything in the world. Thank you very much, obsessive tendencies. On the flipside, what happens when we are not even aware that we’re focusing so intensely? And what if our hyperfocus makes us so oblivious to the world around us that we lose the plot, or worse yet, send a message to others that we have scrambled priorities? It reminds me of all those mornings as an entrepreneur, spending hours designing beautiful and hilarious slide decks for imaginary presentations, instead of trying to book actual clients who would pay me real money to deliver those presentations. Whoops. A classic tale of right focus, wrong target. Concentrating to a fault. Becoming over immersed in unproductive activities while ignoring our more pressing responsibilities. One tool for reigning in our superhuman focusing powers is introducing an external apparatus of accountability. To agree on some kind of physical cue to help us snap out of hyperfocus. Like setting two alarm clocks, one ten minutes before quitting time to invite us to wrap things up, and another at the designated end point. Or asking a manager not to check up on us until a specified date. Or using a task management system to time box your work plan into daily or weekly iterations, after which no further changes will be made. Each of these cues are boundaries that enable us the freedom to focus to our heart’s desire, but also come back down to earth at a reasonable time. Remember, the ability to amuse yourself in the confines of your own mind for long stretches of time is both an asset and a liability. Use it wisely. What is the potential cost of your constitutional undistractability? January 17 Almost everything is noise. Every beautiful thing that has ever been created in this world was made by somebody who didn’t have time. Tolstoy had thirteen children, and he still managed to author one of the longest, most celebrated and bestselling novels in the history of literature. What’s your excuse? Of course, that was a century and a half ago. Things are different now. The world wants to distract you. In the economy of the past, companies made money by being useful to people. Now companies make their money by distracting us with ads. The fundamental business question went from how can we help you, to how can we distract you? Tragic. However, that doesn’t justify your lack of execution. That doesn’t make procrastination more acceptable. In fact, it should be easier than ever to get things done. Because almost everything is noise. Everything. And since the technology to execute is better and cheaper and more available than ever before, all you have to do is press a few buttons. It’s simply a matter of permission. Believing that people are waiting for the good you can do. Believing that your work is a welcome presence that’s creating value for people and that is worthy of people’s attention. Tolstoy didn’t write his masterpiece because there were enough hours in the day; he wrote it because there was enough fire in his belly. It’s a modern version of the general theory of relativity. Nobody has enough time to do anything. It’s all permission. What excuses are you still making to justify your procrastination? January 18 Alright, well, that one was for me. Drucker writes that workmanship counts, not just because it makes such a difference in the quality of the job done, but because it makes such a difference in the person doing the job. My mentor used to say something similar. First you write the book, then the book writes you. This universal law can bring us peace along our creative journey. Because although the end user of whatever it is we’re working on probably won’t appreciate or reward or even notice our diligence; we certainly will. That soothing sense of fulfillment we gain from the experience is something that nobody can take away from us. It’s like when a comedian, who is secure enough in their talent and material, takes the risk to make a joke that doesn’t get a laugh. They look out at the audience and say, alright, well, that one was for me. This is the level of okayness with self that all of us can aspire to. We trust that if our tree in the forest falls and nobody is around to hear it, it still makes a sound, even if only in our own hearts. Besides, we’re not going to kill ourselves over the possibility of unperceived existence. We perceive it, and if that’s the best we can do, then so be it. Can you imagine if that was enough for us? What if we all could validate ourselves instead of seeking it in arbitrary things? What if we were no longer making things, but making ourselves? Leaving the entrepreneur life and becoming a corporate employee gave me no choice but to embrace this concept. Because working in the agency and startup worlds, more than half of the projects assigned to me never even made it across the finish line. They were sunsetted, as the buzzword says. We’d spend months slaving away over this once great idea, only to have the unsophisticated client or the impatient company executive have a sudden change of heart and kill the idea on a moment’s notice. When that happens, you better believe in the power of workmanship. Otherwise, you will beat yourself up for wasting your time trying to peddle somebody else’s dream machine. Nobody is going to notice our workmanship anyway, so we may as well say, alright, well, that one was for me. Are you obsessing over the aftermath of your work because of your primal need for validation? January 19 An act that evokes aliveness. In the filmmaking world, the producer is often the first person to get involved in a project. They are involved throughout all phases of production, from inception to completion. Which means, a critical part of their job is constantly mustering up slivers of initiative and moving forward, even when they do not know all the answers. On a daily basis, they leap into the unknown because it has a message of promise within it, and they infect others with their enthusiasm along the way. And over time, they turn their idea into something great by their very act of beginning. Or they completely eat shit and nobody notices. That happens a lot too. Most movies are ignored. Only a few rise to the top. However, this skillset of shaping and selecting and shepherding is not limited to the movie arena. Donning the mantle of producer is something all of us will do in our careers, whether we want to or not. And it my experience, it is deeply rewarding. Because it allows us to engage every part of ourselves. We can integrate all of our talents and skills. Especially the unrealized or unknown ones. This is perhaps the greatest benefit of staying the course of an entire project from start to finish. It not only shows what we are, but it empowers us to become what we never thought we could be. And that gives us license to do even more on the next thing. Rodriguez, the indie filmmaker famously known as the one-man crew, summarized the role of a producer perfectly. It is more rewarding because you have everything to learn, but it is more terrifying because you have nobody to blame. Next time life decides to put you on every possible side of the camera, say action and see what happens. Will you turn your idea into something great by the very act of beginning? January 20 And other phony expressions of optimism. Young companies don’t always invest in fundamental programs like cultural infrastructure, knowledge management and internal processes. Whether it’s a lack of time, limited resources, or simply the focus on keeping the organization above water, revenue-generating activities are going to take priority. If it’s between making a sales call or onboarding a new employee, sorry new guy, but cash wins the day. But those operational elements can’t be ignored, or worst yet, forgotten. Otherwise, future problems will be exacerbated by the absence of a cultural foundation. My therapist used to warn me about this, albeit from a person perspective. He said to be careful not to add too many bricks atop a flimsy foundation. Otherwise, your future problems will be exacerbated. Without securing a spiritual, emotional, mental and physical base first, you won’t be able to mobilize yourself effectively to survive in a hostile world. The same goes for organizations. When morale starts circling the drain, you better hope there’s a strong infrastructure underneath to absorb it. This gives me an idea. Could your office use a little sunshine to make the workday feel less like a slave ship? Let me tell you about my new staffing firm that supplies your organization with friendly and attractive placebo employees. Our temporary staff placements show up and walk around your office all week, giving team members what they need most. Compliments, high fives, motivational advice, winks and smiles, and other phony expressions of optimism. Within a few weeks, your staff will not only be more productive, but they will have completely forgotten about the disgust for their thoroughly depressing jobs. With a few kinds words from people you’ll never see again, any company can preserve the illusion of positive culture. Sound ridiculous? My idea is no more absurd than using air hockey tables, free beer and office dogs to boost morale. If companies still think ordering pizza is a good way to make employees forget about the fact they’re underworked and overpaid, then they’re not paying attention. Ask anyone who’s ever worked a company where everything has gone to shit and morale has suffered. You take your confidence where you can get it. What is a lack of cultural foundation costing your organization? January 21 And you memorized that instead of doing what? Intellectual patent attorneys have the most fascinating job. Every week, they are exposed to the outrageous ideas of complete strangers. Every deadbeat within a twenty-mile radius shows up to pester them with their idiotic brain waves. And each of these inventions, of course, is guaranteed to make millions of dollars. You just don’t understand. This is not merely a great idea, but a dream of a whole new life for me that’s lightyears away from my current reality. Our new golden dinglehopper will revolutionize the entire personal care industry. And yet, speak with any patent attorney, and they will tell you just how many people waste their time, money and energy filling out paperwork for some idea that will ultimately be rejected or ignored. For many reasons, but mostly because the inventions don’t meet something called novelty requirement. Meaning, the idea is not new and, therefore, not patentable. Contemporaries in the field would not consider it to be non-obvious. The idea lacks what the legal system calls the nirvana of newness and the nadir of knownness. Reminds me of a corporate consulting program that my company launched years ago. Brandtag, in my opinion, was the greatest thing since the invention of printing. And so, it felt like the diligent thing to do was to ask a patent attorney if it was legally protectable. Which I did. And it was. But the lawyer took me aside and said, look, this seems like a novel idea, and our firm can certainly trademark it for you. But that process will be expensive and labor intensive. Are you sure this is the smartest use of your time, money and energy at this early stage of your business? Perhaps, you would be better off investing your resources in making the product as good as it can be first. She was right. My desire to trademark the idea wasn’t coming from a place of lucid business judgment, but from an immature posture of fear, scarcity and ego. My patent was never registered. It didn’t need to be. What mattered more was acquiring actual paying clients, and then executing great work. Not going blind filling out paperwork to appease my own notions of paranoid grandiosity. Look, every entrepreneur worries that someone will steal their idea. And there are enough cases of idea theft to make even the most trusting and optimistic creator paranoid. But before you get dragged down some expensive legal rabbit hole, honestly ask yourself what the best use of your financial and emotional capital would truly be. Would you rather feel safe, broke and time poor, or alive, useful and lean? January 22 Another graying prince of a shrinking kingdom. Ten years is the new fifteen minutes. Internet lightning in a bottle, strategically milked, can launch an entire career. We’ve seen it happen a thousand times, and we idealize and romanticize it every time it does. But we never think about what happens on the other side of that story. We forget that only a certain type of creature can live in the spotlight for so long. And they either shine or burn. Kobe talks about this very issue in his gorgeous love letter to basketball, which later became an award-winning animated film. He writes that he never saw the end of the tunnel; he only saw himself running out of one. It’s a cryptic allusion to some seriously dark and heavy themes, namely, time and death. That’s what retirement feels like. In the absence of future opportunity and forward motion, we are confronted with the piercing grief of losing that core part of our identity. Having gone through a retirement of sorts myself, there are some key questions that come to mind. One that most people are afraid to confront. What happens when your fifteen minutes are almost over? What if the market shows that your golden goose is about to stop laying eggs? What happens when the trade on your fame loses most of its zeros? What if it’s time to make peace with the fact that you had your moment, but now it’s time to walk away? And what if life is whispering to you that it’s time to quietly fade away and figure out something else to do? Roman generals expertly insulated themselves against this trap. While standing alone in their chariots, they would always have one servant who stood behind them throughout the tumultuous procession, whispering, all fame is fleeting; all men are mortals. It’s a crushing blow to our ego, and it’s entirely necessary. Because without somebody whispering that over our shoulders, our egos will continue to try and convince us that nothing will help and nobody will understand. When the reality is, fulfillment depends on our willingness to look beyond the illusion the ego has created. The reality is, without all that fame, we still can be loved. First and foremost, by ourselves. Take from a graying prince of a shrinking kingdom. If you can find a method to move away from the spotlight and work quietly, and still build your fountain of fulfillment from within, then you win. What if you weren’t made for this scene, even though you were made in this scene? 
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